WOODLOT MANAGEMENT

I

n the last issue we looked at growing trees for grade products. Once
you’ve grown that great tree, felled it,
and skidded it to your landing, the
bucking adventure begins. You could
make great products, or you can muff
it—sometimes by just a few inches.

THE LANGUAGE

BY ROBBO HOLLERAN

BUCKING
Hardwood
FOR GRADE LOGS
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The tree on the right above is merely a sawlog,
so end defects will be tolerated. The second tree
is a veneer candidate log, so two cuts were made.
Improvement in end defects are visable after
only a foot of cutting.

Log bucking for grade is an art and
science. Veneer bucking has an element of voodoo. Subtle color variations, bark swirls, slight sweep, and
taper all matter more in veneer than in
sawlogs. Major defects, forks, and
crook are obvious problems for
sawlogs. But the devil is in the details.
We will walk through some initial considerations and then look at some
examples. Knowing your specific market option is the first place to start, and
understanding the hardwood grading
rules can make sense of the log specifications. There is a language to this.
The diameter at the small end where
the log is measured is called the “scaling diameter.” There will be a minimum size for each grade, with price
jumps as the diameter increases.
Sweep and crook are variations from
straightness, with sweep being gradual
and crook being abrupt. Significant
sweep reduces the grade yield of hardwood logs. Logs are also evaluated on
both surface and end defects.
Hardwood logs are normally sold
between 8 feet 4 inches and 16 feet 6
inches in length. Even lengths are generally preferred, but many mills purchase odd lengths. The number of feet
determines the “scaling length,” which
is used to compute the volume. But all
mills require “trim,” which is the extra
4 to 6 inches you give them for “free.”
I know. You buy an 8-foot two-by-four
and it is only 1.5 inches by 3.5 inches
by exactly 8 feet. But when you sell
the log, you give them all the bark, the
slabs, and an extra few inches. Specific
markets might prefer longer or very
specific lengths. Most veneer is sold as
9-foot or 10-foot logs, plus trim, but
other markets allow 8 feet 9 inch or

longer logs.
The log is described as having four
“faces,” or quarters to the surface. The
number of clear faces is critical. Four
clear faces is your best log, as it is free
of surface defects. A “3-face log” might
have several defects, but all on one
quarter of the log surface. A “1-face
log” has defects scattered all over,
except on one quarter of the log.
There can be “end defects” such as a
branch stub or the beginning of a
crotch which is visible on the end of
the log, but not in the
bark at the surface.
Various irregularities
These 'bumps
show up as end
on a log' indidefects: decay, borer
cate serious
internal defect
holes, gum pockets,
that will influ“mineral stain,” and
ence your buck“bird-peck.” Birds
ing decisions.
can damage a standThese might be
ing tree by pecking
left on the end
holes in the bark.
of a log, but
There really is a yelnever in the
middle.
low-bellied sapsucker! “Heart size”
shows up on the end
of the log. In sugar maple, red maple,
and yellow birch, the dark “heart” is
considered a defect, and while it is normal, only a certain portion of the diameter is allowed in each grade, such as
1/3 of the diameter. With oak and cherry, the dark heartwood is considered
premium, and a small ring of lighter
sapwood is desired. Consistent, typical
color is preferred, and some logs might
be rejected from top grades for minor
variations in this color. Logs that sit too
long in summer heat can start to spoil,
causing one form of discoloration.
Veneer is usually the highest-quality
log. These will usually be “4-face”
logs, but might allow one or two minor
defects such as a tiny knot, bark swirl,
or end defect. “Veneer logs” are sliced
or turned on a giant lathe to make very
thin sheets of beautiful wood to cover
a base sheet of plywood or solid wood.
One premium log can cover 100 sheets
of cabinet plywood. Some laminated
wood products are made from many
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sheets of veneer, such as gunstocks
and snowboards. Since the process
is expensive and the goal is very
high-quality panels, they pay a premium for the best logs. Slicer and
rotary veneer are processed differently, and have different specification and allowed defects. Uniform
color and uniform slow or moderate
growth rates are preferred.
On the other end of the lumber
spectrum is the “pallet log.” This is
usually required to be sound (no rot
or very limited rot), but does not
require any clear faces. There will
be some limit to knot size, sweep
and crook, since they have to
debark the log and saw usable lumber from it. From the mill’s point of
view, these are cheap logs used to
make utility products like pallets,
crating, and blocking. From your
point of view, these are usually
worth about the same as firewood.
You might sell it to help make a full
load, or if it is too large or knotty for
decent splitting. The next grade
up might be a pallet log of particular size, species, or length. For
example, larger or longer logs can
be used to make bridge mats or railroad cross-ties, which are higher
value than pallets.
The normal lumber logs are not
quite perfect like a veneer log, and
not covered with defects like a pallet log. These are usually described
as 2-face, 3-face, or 4-face, and the

diameter is also very important. A
2-face log that is 10 inches in diameter is not going to produce much
good lumber, but if it is 16 inches in
diameter, it can yield much more.
So the price per board-foot usually
goes up with larger diameters and
more clear faces. Evaluating logs
has both objective measurements
like length, diameter, and major
defects, and more subjective judgments like minor defects, and
deductions for rot or sweep.

MARKETS
Each mill or brokering yard has a
“specification sheet” that details the
price paid for logs of particular scaling diameters, clear faces, color considerations, and other factors within
each species. They know what their
lumber orders are, how their process
works, and what their competition is
paying. A lot of thought goes into
these sheets and they can be very
detailed. I have one sheet in my
file with 8 different grades for sugar
maple sawlogs and 10 more for
sugar maple veneer. Another mill
has only 5 prices for all their sugar
maple. What they have in common
is a price for a “pallet log,” a category for veneer logs, and a price for a
14-inch, 3-face log; a 12-inch, 2-face
log; and a 10-inch, 2-face log. In
theory, you can compare these
grades and prices and have some
idea who wants the logs most. Most

mills pay more for larger diameters,
but some pay a premium for longer
lengths, or specific lengths. Looking
at the details of their “spec sheet”
will provide clues to what they
want. I am looking at one that
explains that a 15-inch sawlog, with
3 good faces, pays 10%–20% more if
it is longer than 10 feet 6 inches,
and another 5%–10% if it is longer
than 13 feet 6 inches. But if it is
only 13 inches in diameter, 8 feet 6
inches is long enough to make the
price and no premium is added for
longer logs. But there is no substitute for having a relationship with
the buyers, since many of these
parameters are subjective and there
may be “exceptions to the rule.”
For example, I was working with
an inexperienced logger who had
cut up some hardwood logs according to what I directed for softwoods.
The hemlock market preferred 16foot logs, and when he got to some
decent hardwoods, he cut most of
them to 16 feet 6 inches. Some logs
included potential veneer logs,
which should be cut back to 9 feet
or 10 feet, but that will leave a 6foot or 7-foot log with short trim. I
called the mill whose sheet requires
8 feet 6 inches as the minimum
length. They said if they were not
small diameter, they could take a
few logs as short as 6 feet with 2
inches of trim.
By visiting the mills and watch-

Example Mill Specifications SUGAR MAPLE
Diameter

Clear faces

Length

Other restrictions

Price

10 in.
10 in.
12 in.
12 in.
14 in.
15 in.
12–20 in.

Pallet: 0
2
2
3
3
3
veneer

8–16 ft.
8–16 ft.
8–16 ft.
8–16 ft.
10–16 ft.
13 ft.
9ft. 6 in. or
10 ft. 6 in.

straight, no rot
1/2 heart
1/2 heart
1/3 heart
1/3 heart
1/3 heart
1/3 heart,
only one small defect
on rotary grades

$275
$375
$450
$625
$850
$1,000
$1,000–
$6,000

Notes: Additional specs apply. For example an 11-in, 4-face log makes the
$625 price. Odd lengths accepted. Unlimited sound defects allowed on the
last foot of $625 and better logs IF they are 9 feet or longer. Four-inch trim
required on all logs. 30-inch maximum butt diameter.
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ing their process, some of their
specifications will make more
sense. One mill preferred 9-foot
logs, since they blocked many into
3-foot sections to process them.
They liked 12 feet and 16 feet,
since they could cut these for any
length block. But the 8-foot logs
caused a bottleneck in their
process. I knew they did not like
them, but when I saw what they
had to do to use them, I understood. They cut a 3-foot block, and
set aside the 5-foot piece for the
next run, but they had to throw it
off the conveyer and re-handle each
piece. Another mill blocks most of
the logs into 4-foot sections for tool
handles. So, 8-foot logs are no problem, and 12-foot and 16-foot are
great. But they hate 10-foot logs.
Regular “furniture lumber” is sold
in random lengths according to normal grading rules, so these are the
logs we are mostly concerned with.
Looking at a tree and seeing the
grade sections, and where the grade
changes from very good, to good, to
poor, takes x-ray vision and experience. But with some practice and
guidance, anyone can do it.
It is critical to select your intended market before you start cutting
up the logs. Then you can tailor
each cut to their specifications. (see
chart below left).

THE PROCESS
Generally, you will start at the base
of the tree and cut the best log, and
then move up the tree to the next
grade. It is important to look ahead
though, since sometimes shortening
a lower log by a foot or two might
give another option further up the
tree. In general, you want to
increase the length and volume of
the higher-grade log with each cut.
Determine where the quality and
diameter change. Look for any
“must buck” decisions, like major
branches, cankers, crooks, or forks.
Find the best quality logs between
these problems, but keep your buyers spec sheet handy. For example,
if the mill pays a premium for
longer length logs in certain diame-
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ters, you need to watch for that. To
inches, then you have five simple
learn to do this, you should also
choices. You can make an 8-foot
have a calculator and scaling ruler
and a 12-foot, a 9-foot and an 11handy. After a hundred logs or so,
foot, two 10’s, or the reverse. The
you can put the calculator away.
choice will be made on the placeVeneer logs are usually only
ment of defects in the middle secfound in the butt section, so we will tion of the 21-foot. If the first 10start there. Most veneer is cut 9
foot is clearly a 3-face log, with
feet 6 inches or 10 feet 6 inches,
another face impacted at 11-foot,
though some markets allow shorter
then two 10’s might be the best
and longer lengths. Deciding to cut
choice. If the bottom 12-foot will
off butt defects like seams, discolmake a 3-face log, and the top 8oration, or swelling is tough, as you
foot is poor grade, you might even
feel like you are throwing away
consider adding the foot from the
“good wood.” Also, you might limit
crotch if it does not detract from
your options by getting into minor
the value. I suppose there are other
defects further up the tree. But
options, such as making two 9-foot
veneer logs are usually worth
logs and throwing away 2 feet of
enough that sacrificing a couple
defective material. Or perhaps one
feet of “sawlog-quality wood” off
nice 16-foot log is best, if the
the bottom is worthwhile. In
remaining 5 feet is low grade.
species like sugar maple or walnut,
Every tree is different. You see that
the veneer is worth twice to five
our five “simple choices” quickly
times as much as a sawlog, so that
became at least eight.
losing a block off the butt is usually
You also want to look ahead at
worthwhile. In red oak, the veneer
your lower-grade products, such as
premium might only be 40%, so
pallet logs, pulp, or firewood from
cutting off 6 feet of sawlog to make
the top of the tree. Many of these
a veneer log is a poor choice. In
markets allow random lengths, but
species with color
requirements like
sugar maple or cherry,
I have seen buyers
and sellers slice off an
In mechanized
inch or two at a time
harvesting, all these
to get a nice looking
same decision
end, especially conprocesses are used. It
cerning the shape and
just goes faster.
color of the “heart” in
maple. (see page#). If
there is no potential
veneer log, or once
you have cut the
veneer logs off the
butt of the tree, measure the total distance
to the first “must
buck” decision. Let’s
say you have 22 feet
of log-quality wood to
a major fork. For a
high-quality sawlog,
you might exclude a
foot of that fork, so
you only have 21 feet
of log. Allowing for
trim, and if your shortest log is 8 feet 6
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also have minimum requirements.
Compare the relative values of the
products. It might, or might not,
make sense to sacrifice a section of
pulpwood to gain one more lowgrade sawlog. In pine or sugar
maple (where the logs are worth a
lot more than pulp) it probably
makes sense. In red maple or
beech, it probably does not.

ACTUAL VALUE
In most cases, the logs are sent to a
mill or broker’s yard to be measured, graded, and paid for. If you
are in this business, your relationships are important, and both you
and the buyer have clear expectations. Some buyers will come right
to your landing, and scale and grade
your logs, perhaps even writing out
a check. This gives you the chance,
at the end of the session, to say
“yes” or “no” to the deal. But
unless you have a high volume of
exceptional wood, you are asking
too much to try to “bid the logs” to
several buyers. Once you send
someone packing, they are not like-

ly to return. You have to respect their
time and effort. If you are selling
your first load of logs, many mills will
come as a courtesy, and educate you
by grading and scaling with you.
Some might even come and help you
buck up the trees, but you will want
to have most of a load all cut and
ready, with room to work and something to move the logs with for sorting and piling.
With veneer buyers, it is typical for
them to come and sort through your
good logs, and there is no substitute
for a loader to handle the logs. They
have a chance to reject something, and
I suppose you have a chance to say, “If
you aren’t putting that into the Agrade, then I’ll keep that one.” A
veneer buyer will typically inspect
each log carefully on all four sides. He
may slice off an end to review the
color and end defects, and perhaps to
“pretty up the picture.” Cutting a 10foot log back to 9 feet is not uncommon. The diameter and length will be
measured, and then the log will be
graded. He should be able to explain
why the log makes a certain grade.
The explanation might include the
diameter, slight sweep, and one or
more subtle defects. “Yes, the log is 16
inches with 30% heart, but does not
make our best 16-inch price because
the heart is not located in the center of
the log, and this little bark swirl looks
like trouble to me.” There is voodoo
involved in this. I have watched buyers pay for one log, and reject another
that did not make sense to me.
While you might start an argument
over any given log, we all live (or die)
on the averages. If you can send a
similar load of wood to two or three
buyers, it will give you something to
compare. Remember that these guys
are your customers, and their specification sheet indicates what they
want. n
Robbo Holleran is a private consulting
forester helping landowners meet their
goals in Vermont and adjacent areas.
His work has him outdoors about 150
days each year, plus play time. He is one
of the authors of the new Silvicultural
Guide to Northern Hardwoods.
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